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Abstract 
In the finances of a company, to record any costs incurred by the company, such as                

promotional costs, advertising, water, electricity and others is certainly very important as            
evidence for the leadership of the company in taking a decision. And on this web-based online                
accounting system, there are cost facilities where the expenditure of each transaction can be              
recorded more effectively and efficiently. in this cost menu there are features such as making               
new fees to record new transaction costs incurred by the company. then at this cost facility can                 
also be done to make the cost of spending using import facilities which can facilitate the                
accountant in recording the cost of expenditure without having to make costs one by one and                
facilitate the leadership of the company in monitoring the cost of corporate expenses. then on               
the cost menu also uses CRUD system (Create, Read, Update, and Delete) which can be done                
to change the cost that has been made before due to wrong set transaction date and other                 
errors. Can remove expenses that have been paid or paid off of course. By using Online                
Accounting Software will minimize criminality on the company because it has been certified ISO              
/ IEC 2700. And for important reports such as corporate expenses costs every month has been                
stored on the Cloud to facilitate the leadership of the company in monitoring financial reports in                
real-time. On this fee menu accountants can view, add, delete, or change customer data to the                
company, so it can facilitate in managing and convey information on monthly expenses on the               
company. 
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1. Introduction 

Economic activities in a company cannot be separated from the costs of spending and              
income each month. The process of recording expenses and income costs is very important for               
the company to account for the results of the report to the leadership of the company so that                  
they can make decisions properly and appropriately to provide reliable information [1] . stable              
expenditure costs and stable income costs will make a company's financial condition stable as              
well. With these two processes can compare which costs are higher each month, provide              
accurate and accurate payment information [2]. 

In the accounting system the cost of spending process is not less important [3]. This is                
because every process of the company's expenditure costs such as electricity, water, and             
others costs are recorded in the company's accounting system. because there are so many              
employees who can manipulate the transaction expenses for personal gain. In addition, by             
recording the cost of expenditure can monitor and analyze sales that are running on a company                
[4]. 

A good accounting system can record and analyze the sales process in real time,              
wherever and whenever with a good internet connection [5]. by using the Web Based              
Accounting Online System the accounting process can take place more efficiently provide            
certain information [6]. Because it can be accessed wherever and whenever the accountant is. 
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2. Result and Discussion 
 

 
Figure 1. Display Starting View Create New Charge 

 
The picture above is the initial display after you go to the "cost" menu. In this section,                 

you will see how: 
1. Take note of the direct costs paid off, 
2. Recording costs as debt. 

The picture above describes the first step in recording the cost that is directly paid off,                
can be done by click "+ Create New Fee" then the next step fill by selecting account that                  
will pay, and complete all empty fields such as choosing a cost account when doing               
transaction cost these expenses, choose a cost account and can charge a nominal fee              
in the field. Once it is fully loaded and finished, you can see the 2 buttons located at the                   
bottom of the field. with the "Cancel" button to cancel the recording of costs incurred.               
and the "Create a New Cost" button to save the cost data you just created. With the                 
continued development of technological advancements, we are required to always          
innovate in the face of progress that is increasingly rapid today [7]. 

Figure 2. Display New Account Creation Form 
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If you choose "Create a New Charge", then once your fees are recorded, you'll be               

directed to the main page of the Cost menu. If you choose "Create & New", you will be                  
redirected to the page to record the new charges after the previous cost data storage, as                
development will information Technology [8]. 

Then to further explain about recording costs as debt. with the initial step is almost               
similar to the new researchers explain that go to the menu "Cost" then click "Create New Cost" 

 

Figure 3. Display Preliminary View Records Cost As Debt 
 

In Figure 3, there is a form for new costs with several fields that must be completed.                 
similar to that already described in the previous researcher [9]. after all the data is completely                
filled then it can be checked in the "Pay Later" column after all stages and processes are                 
completed, click "Create New Fee" to save the cost you just created. and the last step to pay off                   
your fees, can be done click the number of fees that you will pay or paid for the status to be                     
paid. 

       Figure 4. Display Pay Bill 
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Then it can be done by scrolling down the action button and clicking "Pay Bill". After 
eating, the form will appear as shown below.. 

Figure 5. Display Accept Payment Form 

Then in Figure 5, after paying the bill, select a cash account and the bank that will pay                  
the bill and the cost number that will be paid as shown below. Note: Click Pay to Account, if this                    
bill will be paid to another account. If the form is filled in, click "Create Shipping" to pay the bill. 

 

 
Figure 6. Display Import Facility On Fee List 
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In Figure 6 above, there is an import facility on the cost menu where it can easily upload                  
cost of expenses that have been recorded in the previous database without having to make the                
cost of re-spending one by one done manually 
 

 
Figure 7. Display Initial Change Fee 

In figure 7, it is explained if to the cost menu then click on the desired cost number then                   
you will see the cost details. Click "Change" on the bottom right of the page 

 

 
Figure 8. Display Change Cost End Display 
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The above view explains changing the required data and clicking "Change Costs" to             
save. can be seen in the 14 (fourteen) field explanations as follows: 
 

a. Pay From: Choose which account to pay or the balance will decrease. 
b. Recipient: This is the name of the person who received the fee. This recipient category               

is as a Supplier 
c. Billing Address: This field will be automatically filled in according to the selected             

recipient. You can also change it to your liking 
d. Transaction Date: This is the date you record expenses; 
e. How to pay: Choose how to pay your fees through the options box. If not available in                 

the selection box, you can type the payment method to add it to the selection box. 
f. The payment methods available by the system are Cash, Check & Giro, Bank Transfer,              

and Credit Card. You can create and delete existing payment methods through the             
More List menu> Payment Mode 

g. No Cost: The fee number will be given and sorted automatically from the system.              
However, you can replace it as you wish. 

h. Tag : Select tags to group your costs from the selection box. To create a new               
tag, you can type the name of the tag directly 

i. Cost Category: Choose an account for your cost category. You can choose more than 1               
cost category. The cost categories here consist of the categories of Cost of Goods Sold,               
Expenses, and Other Expenses; 

j. Description: Enter a description of the cost (optional). Suppose you charge up to 3 lines               
of fees. This description will appear in each cost account in the Ledger Report. But if                
you filter a paying account (Cash or other assets), then the information that appears is               
"3 Account" if the memo is not filled. If the memo is filled in, then the contents of the                   
memo will be used as a statement for all accounts of the fees and accounts that pay                 
(cash / assets); 

k. Amount: Enter the amount of costs that you incur; + Add Data: Click + Add Data to add                  
a fee line. There are no restrictions for cost lines; 

l. Memo: Enter additional information about fees. This memo will appear in your reports             
and used as internal notes only (not printed on invoices); 

m. Appendix: If you have a file to attach to at the same time as the cost you made, click                   
Select File. Minimum file size is 10MB; 

n. Cutting: Click "Enter Amount Cut". Choose to use percentages or par. Then, choose an              
account that holds a cost-cutting tax. 

 
Then on the menu of the next cost will discuss the feature remove the cost of                

expenditure, previously there is an important note If you have to close the book and reconcile                
the account, then the cost is in the period can not be deleted. You must return the book cover                   
and account reconciliation first before you can delete it. 
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  Figure 9. Display Facility Delete Expense Costs 

 
Then, to remove the fee, you can click on the cost menu, then check the cost number to                  

be deleted and click on the delete button Check the cost number to be deleted and click the                  
delete button above the left corner [10], processing data or other important documents can be               
arranged systematically so that the process of storing and searching data can be easier and               
more efficient [11]. 

 
4. Conclusion 

From the entire discussion that has been described above, the authors draw the             
conclusion that, on the cost menu there are several features that can facilitate accountants and               
leaders in monitoring the cost of spending each month on companies such as recording and               
displaying your expenses such as electricity bills, labor costs, promotional costs, office            
stationery costs and other costs. There are several features at cost facilities such as making               
new expenses, changing the list of costs that have been made in advance if an error occurs in                  
writing the transaction date, and deleting data that has been stated with status. paid, and has an                 
import facility on the list of fees to facilitate the accountant in inputting the cost of expenses and                  
facilitate the company leader in monitoring the company's monthly expenses. 
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